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Art of Coaching Podcast™ Episode 223
DR. TODD KASHDAN: Disagreeing More Effectively & Lateral Thinking

What personality traits do you tend to have an allergic reaction to but know
might help a group in terms of dislodging or challenging old ways of thinking?

Where in your life are you stubborn and/or could use someone to push back on
you? What do you currently do to get out of your own echo chamber?

Why is it important to pay attention to the heuristics, archetypes and bias we
form for certain individuals and not try to eliminate them completely? What must
we have in addition to these when working and dealing with people?
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According to this conversation, what do most people get wrong about trying to
change someone's beliefs about a topic or person? What can we do instead?

Why does Dr. Kashdan argue that comedians are important for society? Why can
they get away with saying things others can't?

How can you promote more dissent, difficult conversations and lateral thinking in
your organization or home? Discuss below. 
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Join us as we dive more deeply into what it takes to change attitudes, outcomes
& behaviors across a variety of world-class environments. Our guests include a
wide range of professionals ranging from coaching, law enforcement, scientists,

managers, military and entrepreneurs.
 

While I may originally be a strength and conditioning coach by trade- my work
now spans across the corporate realm, military setting and beyond. If you work
with people in any capacity and are fascinated by what makes them tick, this

show is for you!
 

Each episode is packed with tactical insights as we prioritize providing you with
key take-aways, instead mass produced "surface level" advice. Expect to be

challenged, expect to be surprised and expect to maybe find a few laughs along
the way as well.
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